






























































































































































































57. diseased girls 

58. drawned girls

59. drawned pussy

60. drowned girl

61.drowned girl nude

62. drowned pussy

63. fast car accident

64. gun to haead

65. gun to head

66. knife goes though skin

67. knife goes through skin

68. rotten girl

69. seeing bones hot girls

70. tempo car accident

c. On September 18, 2005, between 5:57 AM and 10:04 AM, the

HP _Owner user conducted 75 unique Google searches. These searches 

have been attached as Exhibit B.

d. In addition to the recovered internet searches, cached internet search 

results were identified. These cached results grant the ability to see 

what the user saw, as well as the images that the user clicked on. A 

sampling of these images along with available metadata information 

has been attached as Exhibit C.

e. Two pictures were found in the unallocated space2 ; the first showing 

Teresa Halbach and Steven Avery, the second showing only Teresa 

Halbach. These have been attached as Exhibit D for reference. Both 

images were carved3 from the unallocated space of the computer hard 

drive. The first image was carved from sector 67,975,480 within the 

unallocated space. The second image was carved from sector 

75,476,224 within the unallocated space. Since the files were recovered 

via data carving, there is no file system metadata available. The files' 

original path, file name, and created, accessed, or modified timestamps 

are not available, nor is there any information regarding how they 

2 "Unallocated space, sometimes called "free space", is logical space on a hard drive that the 

operating system, e.g Windows, can write to. To put it another way it is the opposite of "allocated" 

space, which is where the operating system has already written files to." 

(h ttps://w hereismydata. wordpress.com/2008/ 10/03/w hat-is-unallocated-space) 

3 "Data carving is the process of extracting a collection of data from a larger data set. Data carving 

techniques frequently occur during a digital investigation when the unallocated file system space is 

analyzed to extract files. The files are "carved" from the unallocated space using file type-specific 

header and footer values. File system structures are not used during the process." 
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